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	1:  Sara Chong Kwan, Olivia Hegarty, 
	2: 
Cian O’Donovan, Luke Stevens
	3: LCF, Cultural and Historical Studies Department, School of Design and Technology 
	4: Sara Chong Kwan - Lecturer in Cultural and Historical Studies, CYP coordinator
Olivia Hegarty - Senior Lecturer in Creative Patterncutting
	5: 
Fit But You Know It
Walking Workshop at Multilogue: Defashioning Education Conference
	6: TITLE: Fit but you know it: Walking workshop 

FORMAT: 120-minute collaborative workshop (in-person)

ABSTRACT: 
In this dynamic ‘walking workshop’ we will address the challenge of decolonising art school education by exploring a core concept in industrially-produced clothing: fit.

The workshop draws on sensory and embodied methods to interrogate an embodied practice. Participants will use movement, textiles, and their hands and bodies to explore fit as a fluid and open-ended process, allowing for diverse perspectives from designers, makers and wearers in knowledge-building.
 
The standardisation and simplification of fit is critical to fashion's ability to sell, ship and scale products globally. Enlightenment values of universalism underpinning global trade also see to the erasure of our (designers and wearer’s) tacit understanding of how to fit fabric to our own bodies.
 
Industrially-produced clothing has fit ‘built-in’ using pattern-cutting techniques of darts and seam shaping. By contrast, pre-industrial or contemporary examples of non-western garment archetypes, such as the West African wrapper dress, the Southeast Asian Longi, rely on fitting techniques deployed by wearers’ hands when wrapping, knotting, or rolling. 
 
Art schools and universities are ideal settings to challenge deeply embedded industrial-colonial practices and shift epistemic power relations. This project aims to reconfigure understandings of fit that contribute to academic discourse on social change in fashion education and practice, and encourage pluriversal and collaborative design approaches by future fashion practitioners.

The workshop will take place physically in Berlin. Participation is open to all bodies and abilities. 
	7: 1. Walking Workshop at Conference:

THE DIGITAL MULITILOGUE: De-Fashioning Education
A critical thinking and making conference

15-16 September 2023

Locations: Berlin University of the Arts

https://event.fourwaves.com/defashioningeducation/pages

2. Book chapter 'Unfit for Practice: A Postcapitalist and Postcolonial Critique of the fashion fitting Process'  in: Fashion in a Postcapitalist World: essays in Honour of Djurdja Bartlett (Published in 2024/2025)
	8: We will seek funding to create an exhibition with the artefacts created during the workshop. 

We have aggregated the ideas drawn out of the visual data collected in the workshop as well as descriptions of discussions on decolonising patterncutting and design teaching with the fashion educators present during the workshop, instigated by the activity.  These will be disseminated via book chapter above.

	9: 
The wider objective of the “Fit But You Know It” project is to impact pedagogy by contributing to discourse on decolonising the curriculum.  The specific conference workshop that this fast-track funding grant has supported served a twin purpose as a test-bed for developing teaching approaches informed by research in sensory studies and as a knowledge-building exercise that contributes to the academic field of decoloniality.

The workshop trialled ‘walking fitting’ methods that will be deployed in Sara’s and Olivia’s units.  
The findings from the workshop will contribute to a book chapter as detailed above. This contribution to academic discourse on colonialism is motivated by a social justice objective.
	people were impacted: The workshop itself was attended by 8 academics based internationally - the ideas generated in the workshop have the capacity to impact both those educators present and their cohorts in their home institutions. The teaching methods trialled in the workshop will impact Sara’s cohort of 80 2nd year CHS CIFR Sensory Faishon undergraduate students' and 15 Graduate Diploma Fashion Design Technology postgraduate students and Olivia’s cohort of c.30 MA Fashion Design Technology Womenswear students in the upcoming year 1 group.  The methods, if sucessfull when applied in a curriculum context, will impact future year groups too.

At this early stage of the wider project, it is not possible to evidence impact numerically. 
	11: The context of the conference of International fashion design educators allowed us to gather research and co-construct knowledge with a relevant sample group. 

	12: We have plans to apply for external funding.   This will allow us to further develop proposals for improving the wider curriculum alongside continuing to improve our existing stand-alone workshop activities embedded in current units.

Further funding would allow us to devote time to building this research on critiquing ‘fit’ and fitting processes and publishing in the fields of decoloniality, sensory studies, design pedagogy and fashion practice.

 


